Finance your
analytics initiatives
for competitive
advantage
Digitally transforming companies see data, AI and cloud as critical to their strategy

55%
By 2020, at least 55% of
organizations surveyed will
be digitally determined,
transforming markets and
reimagining the future
through new business
models and digitally
enabled products and
services. ¹

80%

25%
IDC predicts by 2022, AI
capabilities such as anomaly
detection and pattern classification will have reduced the
workloads involved in simulation and modeling tasks by
25%. ²

IDC predicts by 2020, over
80% of enterprises will
prioritize the public cloud
experience —such as
access to new technologies and intuitive operations workflows —across
all their infrastructure
platforms. ³

Ready to move forward?
IBM Analytics can help you unlock the value of your data and accelerate your journey to AI.
Work with IBM Global Financing to help:

Accelerate time to value by
deploying new technologies
now

Reduce upfront payments
and conserve cash for other
strategic initiatives

Gain financial flexibility
through predictable monthly
payments based on specific
needs

IBM Global Financing offers financing for
consulting and implementation services, software
and infrastructure to help you get started today.
Learn more at:
ibm.com/financing/solutions/it-financing-solutions
Follow us at @IBMFinancing
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